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By Robert Reed

Dover Publications Inc., United States, 1980. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. The rise and growth of Washington, D. C., in the nineteenth century closely paralleled the
invention and development of photography -- a felicitous circumstance that made possible this
valuable photographic record of the early years of the nation s capital. Culled from the archives of
the Library of Congress, Smithsonian, Columbia Historical Society, and other sources, these 224 rare
prints (including works by such Victorian-era cameramen as Brady, Bishop, Plumbe, Hiller, Peale, et
al.) constitute a vivid and enduring record of a city in progress -- from sparsely settled provincial
southern town to majestic seat of national power and influence. In spite of their vintage (over half
are pre-1900; the earliest a striking 1846 daguerreotype of the Capitol under construction), these
priceless views retain an undiminished precision and clarity of detail that brings old Washington
into sharp focus -- timeless reminders of how a city and its people looked as a metropolis of pomp
and power grew up about them. From the slums of Purdy Court to the turreted mansions of Dupont
Circle, from the massive marble monuments of Federal Washington, to the humble shops...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely not straightforward to start on looking at but really enjoyable to learn. It usually will not charge excessive. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K a r ia nne Deckow-- K a r ia nne Deckow

This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a published
pdf.
-- Dea nna  Ra th I-- Dea nna  Ra th I
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